1 Sunday July 7, 4:30-5:30 p.m., Americana Congress Hotel, Belmont Room
YOU WANT TO LOOK UP WHAT?? INDEXING THE LESBIAN AND GAY PRESS
Clare Potter, editor, Lesbian Periodicals Index (in press, Naiad Press); member, Coordinating Committee, West Coast Lesbian Collections; research librarian, California Medical Association....and Robert B. Marks Ridinger, creator, THE ADVOCATE Index, 1967-1982; subject librarian for Sociology, Anthropology, Geography and Ethnic Studies, Northern Illinois University; author of "Research Sources and Microforms in Black Studies," Behavioral and Social Sciences Librarian (Summer 1985); member, Lesbian and Gay Academic Union.

2 Monday July 8, 4:30-5:30 p.m., Auditorium of the School of the Art Institute, Columbus Avenue and Jackson Boulevard (school entrance opposite bandshell in park)
IMAGE/ARTIST: THE HOMOSEXUAL IN VISUAL ARTS
Slide show by Marie J. Kuda, long-time lesbian activist, bibliographer, publisher.

3 Monday July 8, 6-8 p.m. (after slide show)
PARTY in a spacious apartment in Chicago. Cards with the address and directions will be available at our Sunday and Monday programs.

4 Tuesday July 9, 2-4 p.m., Palmer House, Adams Room
GAY BOOK AWARD Presentation for ANOTHER MOTHER TONGUE: GAY WORDS, GAY WORLDS by Judy Grahn (Beacon Press, 1984) ...followed by...

BLIND LESBIANS AND GAYS: THE LAVENDER PEN
ON CASSETTE AND IN BRAILLE
Womyn's Braille Press and Lambda Resource Center for the Blind are groups that bring lesbian, gay, and feminist literature to the print-handicapped. Ten years ago, print-handicapped people had almost no access to literature on alternative sexuality and sex roles. The presenters have brought hundreds of books and articles covering these issues to print-handicapped people. They will tell how they started, what they are doing, what their goals are, and why their work benefits both the print-handicapped and the community at large.
...followed by...
(continued over)
Tuesday July 9, 2-4 p.m. (continued)

OPEN FORUM: WHAT DO WE WANT—FROM EACH OTHER, FROM ALA, FROM THE WORLD?
Moderator: Dee Michel, Princeton, NJ

Welcome to the Gerber-Hart Library (Midwest Lesbian and Gay Resource Center) at 3225 N. Sheffield Ave. Take northbound subway (Howard St.) from the Loop to Belmont (3200 N.). The library is ½ block west & ½ block north of el stop. Questions? Call 883-3003, or Joe Gregg at 787-3450.

Our 15 Years of Accomplishment

OUR CURRENTLY AVAILABLE PUBLICATIONS

Handy brief lists (one sheet printed both sides):
GAY RESOURCES FOR RELIGIOUS STUDY, March 1982
GAY AIDS FOR COUNSELORS, April 1983
GAY PARENTS: SOME HELPFUL MATERIALS, Nov. 1983
PARENTS OF GAYS: SOME HELPFUL MATERIALS, Jan. 1984
Two copies (same list or mixed), 50¢; 3-10 copies, 20¢ each; 10+, 15¢ each; also big-quantity rates.

Bibliography: A GAY BIBLIOGRAPHY, 6th edition 1980. Non-fiction only; 500+ items. Limited usefulness because of date. One or two copies, 75¢ each; 3-9 copies, 60¢ each; 10 or more, 50¢ each.

Note: We have not revised this bibliography since 1980 partly because we are now preparing, for a major publisher, a book-length, annotated bibliography (including fiction) called THE GAY EXPERIENCE.

Pamphlet: CENSORED, IGNORED, OVERLOOKED, TOO EXPENSIVE? HOW TO GET GAY MATERIALS INTO LIBRARIES. (Tips for non-librarians) 1979. $1 a copy.

Prices include mailing in U.S. and Canada. Please prepay small orders. (Canada orders in U.S. money.) Checks to "Barbara Gittings—GTF" at address below.

HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR PAST ALA CONFERENCE PROGRAMS

1971—SEX AND THE SINGLE CATALOGER: NEW THOUGHTS ON SOME UNTHINKABLE SUBJECTS
1972—GAY POETRY READINGS
1975—THE CHILDREN'S HOUR: MUST GAY BE GRIM FOR JANE AND JIM? (GAY THEMES IN TEENAGER NOVELS)
1978—GAY FILM FESTIVAL (18 DOCUMENTARY FILMS)
1979—AN EVENING WITH GERTRUDE STEIN (BY PAT BOND)
1980—GAY MATERIALS IN SCHOOLS
1981—IT'S SAFER TO BE GAY ON ANOTHER PLANET (GAY IMAGES IN SCIENCE FICTION & FANTASY)
1982—THE CELLULOID CLOSET: LESBIANS AND GAY MEN IN HOLLYWOOD
1983—WHY KEEP ALL THOSE POSTERS, BUTTONS & PAPERS? PROBLEMS AND REWARDS OF GAY/LESBIAN ARCHIVES
1984—GAY/LESBIAN PERIODICALS FOR LIBRARIES

YOUR $$$$ HELP OUR WORK!

Gay Task Force, American Library Association (Social Responsibilities Round Table)